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Abstract. In previous papers the author characterized free arrangements of

hyperplanes by the vanishing of cohomology of the intersection lattice with co-

efficients in a certain sheaf of graded modules over a polynomial ring. The

main result of this paper is that for a locally free arrangement the degrees of

nonzero homogeneous components of the cohomology modules are bounded by

a number depending only on the intersection lattice. In particular, the Hilbert

coefficients of the module of derivations of a locally free arrangement are com-

binatorial invariants. Another result of the paper asserts that the set of free

arrangements is Zariski open in the set of all arrangements with a given inter-

section lattice.

Introduction

This paper can be viewed as a continuation of [YI, Y2] where a certain sheaf

cohomology was applied to the theory of arrangements.

Let V be an /-dimensional (/ > 2) vector space over an arbitrary field K
and j/ an arrangement of ra (ra > 2) hyperplanes in V. For each 77 g stf

we fix a linear functional an £ V* such that Kera// = 77 and denote the set

of these functionals also by stf . Let S = ©d>0 Sj be the graded symmetric

algebra of V* and Der S = Der^S, S) the graded S-module of derivations

of S. The following graded submodule of DerS was introduced by Terao [Tl,
T3] and studied in many papers on arrangements:

D = D(s/) = {6£ DeT(S)\0(aH) £ SaH,  77 6J/}.

If the module D is free then the arrangement s/ is called free. In any case

for any minimal system of homogeneous generators of D the degrees of the

generators are uniquely defined by sf . They are called the structure constants

of sf and also the exponents of si if sf is free.

Let L be the lattice of all intersections of hyperplanes from srf ordered by

inclusion. We denote by U the minimal element of L (U = fl//ej/ H) and

put Lq = L\{U} . If U = 0, the arrangement is called essential. Every X £ Lq

defines the subarrangement srfx = {H £ s/\H D X} of si and, hence, an S-
module D(X) = D(s/\) ■ $? is called locally free if the arrangements s/x are
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746 SERGEY YUZVINSKY

free for all X £ Lq . If si is free then it is locally free (see [T2]). The modules

D(X) with the natural inclusions form a sheaf 3 on Lq provided with the

order topology. The part of L0 for six is played by the poset Lx = {Y £ L\Y >
X} , and we keep the symbol 3 for the restriction of the sheaf 3 to this poset.

It was proved in [Y2] that si is free if and only if H'(LX, 3) = 0 for every

X £ L and every i, 0 < i < codim X - 1. Since the sheaf 3 is graded, its

cohomology modules are graded, too, so the above condition amounts to the

vanishing of their homogeneous components H'd(Lx , 3) for all nonnegative

degrees d .
One of the goals of this paper is to prove that for a locally free arrangement

these linear spaces vanish if d > d(L) where the bound d(L) depends only

on L. This result also implies that the Hilbert coefficients of D(si) are com-

binatorial invariants if si is locally free. For the case / = 3 this was proved
in [RT, Corollary 3.4.3]. A similar technique gives an upper bound depending

only on L for the structure constants of a locally free arrangement.

Another goal of this paper is to prove that the set of all free arrangements

is Zariski open in the set of all arrangements with a given intersection lattice.1

This result suggests the approach to Terao's conjecture by proving that the set

of free arrangements is also Zariski closed, but the author does not see how to

do it at the present time.
Some of the results of the paper were formulated in conversations with Terao

during the author's visit to Madison. The author is grateful to Orlik and Terao

for inviting him to Madison and for stimulating discussions.

0. Notation

Here we recall some definitions and set up the notation for the rest of the

paper. Throughout si will be an /-arrangement of ra hyperplanes in a linear
space V (of dimension /) over an arbitrary field K, and for every 77 e si ,

an will be a fixed linear functional such that ker an — 77. si will also denote

the set of these functionals.
The graded ring S, the graded module D = D(si), and the posets L and

L0 were defined in the introduction. We denote by M the irrelevant ideal of

S, i.e., M = X^>o $d ■ Every X £ L defines the subarrangement six of si ,

which consists of the hyperplanes containing X. We put D(X) = D(six). The

part of L0 for six is played by the poset Lx = {Y £ L0\Y > X}. Clearly
Ltj = Lq where U is the minimal element of L. The poset Lq is graded by

dimension. We put L(q) — {X £ LoldimA' = q} (q > 1). We will also use

the poset Lx = {Y £ L\Y > X} .
If Q is an arbitrary finite poset then we view it as a topological space with

the topology consisting of all increasing subsets of Q, i.e., subsets 7? such that

if X £ R and Y > X then Y £ R. The category of sheaves (of 5-modules or

linear spaces) on this topological space is isomorphic to the category of covariant

functors on Q. In particular, a sheaf SF on Q is defined by the stalks £F(X),

X £ Q, and by the structure morphisms pY, X : &(X) -* 9~(Y), X , Y £ Q ,
X < Y, such that Py,zPx,y = Px,z for every X < Y < Z . A sheaf & on Q
induces a sheaf on any subset of Q, and we will keep the symbol 9~ for this

'Discussing this result with my colleagues working in arrangement theory, I found out that while

it seemed intuitively plausible to a few of them, it defied the intuition of the majority of them.
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sheaf. All information we need about the cohomology of sheaves can be found
in [G].

An example of a sheaf important for arrangement theory is given by the sheaf

3 on L0 defined by the stalks 3(X) = D(X) and by the natural embeddings
D(X) c D(Y) for all X < Y from L0 . For every X £L with dimX < / - 1
we have H°(LX, 3) ~ D(X). It is crucial for this paper that all stalks of 3
are graded S-modules and that the structure homomorphisms have degree 0;

therefore, every cohomology module H'(LX, 3) is graded too. We will denote

the homogeneous component of degree d of this module by Hld(Lx, 3). For

every graded ^-module TV = (&d>0 Nd we will denote by P(N; x) the Hilbert

series of TV, i.e., P(N;x) = Y,d>o^m^dx<i. For sufficiently large d the

number dim Nd is the value at d of a polynomial whose degree equals the

Krull dimension of TV minus 1 and whose coefficients are called the Hilbert

coefficients of TV. In particular, the module D(si) has the Krull dimension /

and the Hilbert coefficients of this module will be denoted by rao, hx, ... , «/_].
If si is free then P(D(si); x) is defined by L (see [T2]).

1. A PROPERTY OF S

In this section we prove a property of S which will be used in the following

section.

Proposition 1.1. Let {Bi, ... , Bk} be a nonempty collection of finite nonempty

subsets of V* = Si satisfying the following condition:

, ,      for every choice of at £ Bi  (i = 1, ... , k) these elements lin-
early generate V*.

Then £*,, Stt, d Mm where nt = T[a(zBj a and m = £?=i \Bt\.

Proof. Fixing an arbitrary basis (xi, ... , Xj) of V* we can identify S with

K[xi, ... , x/]. Also without loss of generality we can assume that |J|=1 77,

does not contain 0. First we use induction on /. If / = 1 then every 7r, is
a monomial in xx and the result is obvious. Suppose / > 1 . Now we apply

induction on m. The minimal value of m is k, and m = k means that

15,| = 1 for every i. More generally let us suppose that \Bj\ = 1 for some

j £ {I, ... , k}. Then we can assume that 77/ = {xi}. Factoring by the ideal

Sxi , we obtain subsets 77, (i £ {I, ... , k}\ {j}) of S = F[x2, ... , Xj] that
satisfy the condition (*). Due to the inductive hypothesis (induction on /) the

ideal of S generated by 77, contains M where M is the irrelevant ideal of

S, tt, = rLeB a' ano- ^ = Z^j I-^j'I • Taking the preimages of these ideals in S

and using that 7ij — xi, we obtain the result.

Now suppose that |7?,| > 2 for each i, choose a, £ 77, (i = \, ... ,k), and

put 77,' = B,\ {q,} . For each i the collection {Ci, ... , Q} , where Cj = Bj if
j ^ / and Cj = B\, satisfies (*). Thus by the inductive hypothesis (induction

on m) the ideal Y!]=i ^nj °f ^ contains a,Mm_1 for every i = 1,... ,k.

Using property (*) we have Jlj=\ Snj ^ Mm , which completes the proof.

The following application of Proposition 1.1 is especially important for us.

For each IeL(l) we put Bx — si \six and nx = TiaeBx a.
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Lemma 1.2. If si is essential then the collection {BX\X £ L(\)} satisfies the

condition (*) of Proposition 1.1.

Proof. Since si is essential, all the sets Bx are nonempty. Choose ax £ Bx
for each X £ L(l) and suppose they do not linearly generate V*. This means

that the intersection of the respective hyperplanes is not 0, whence there exists

Y £ L(l) such that ax £ siy for every X £ L(\). Taking X = Y we obtain a

contradiction.

Corollary 1.3. The ideal J2X€Lm^nx of S contains Afm(L)  where m(L) =

Era(i)(» - l-afrl) •

For the rest of the paper we put m = m(L) - i~2XeL(i)(n ~ 1*^1) ■

2. An upper bound of the degree of nonzero cohomology

In this section we assume that the arrangement si is essential and locally

free and prove that there exists a number d(L) depending only on L such that

Hd(L0, 3) - 0 for every d > d(L) and every i.
Fix an arbitrary basis (x\,... ,X{) of V* and put y, = x™ where i =

I, ... , I and m — m(L) was defined in the previous section.

The properties of the elements y, which will be used are as follows.

(i) For every i we have yi £ 2^Xem) $nx ■

This follows immediately from Corollary 1.3.
(ii) The system (yx, ... , yi) is regular on S (and thus on any free S-

module).
Indeed the system (x\,... ,xi) is a basis of V* and, thus, is regular. Due

to [M, Theorem 16.1] the system (yi, ... , yi) is regular.

Now for each q, 0 < q < I, we define the sheaf 3q on L0 , putting 3° = 3
and 3q — 3/ YX~\ y& for q > 0. By property (ii) yq+i is not a zero divisor
on 3q(X) for every q < I and X £ L0 . Thus we have the exact sequence of

sheaves

(2.1) 0 -» 3" -^ 3q -?U 3q+i -> 0

where the sheaf morphism <f>q is generated by multiplication by yq+x and pq

is the natural projection. Both sheaf morphisms are homogeneous and pq pre-

serves the degree while (j>q increases it by m .

Our nearest goal is to prove that for every i > 0 the endomorphism </>* of the

module H'(Lo, 3q) is 0. First we fix X £ L(\) and consider the morphism

y/q(X) of the sheaf 3q to itself generated by multiplication by nx . The idea

is to represent y/q(X) as the composition of sheaf morphisms passing through

an acyclic sheaf.
For that define the subsheaf % of 3 (for fixed X £ L(\)) putting g(Y) =

D(s/Y UBX)   (Y £ Lq) . Then put £q = j^ti y& and ^q = ^/^" ■

Lemma 2.1. The sheaf &q is acyclic.

Proof. It follows directly from the definition that 9rq(Y) = Srq(Y y X) for
every Y £ Lq. Thus we can apply [YI, Lemma 1.2] to the pair of posets

Lx c L0, the monotone map 7 h yvl (Y £ Lq) , and the sheaf ,9'q.

According to_this lemma H'(L0, Srq) ~ H'(LX ,&q). Besides the sheaf, &q

is acyclic on Lx due to [YI, Lemma 1.1]. The result follows immediately.
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Lemma 2.2. There exist morphisms of sheaves £1: 3q -* ^q and £2: SFq -* 3q
such that £2£i = y/q(X).

Proof. For each Y £ L0 we have nxD(Y) c D(siY U 77*) c D(Y) and thus

*x Eli ViD{Y) c IXi y&W U Bx) c Eli J^n • As cf, and & one can
take the sheaf morphisms formed by these embeddings.

Proposition 2.3. The endomorphism if/q(X) of H'(LQ,3q) is 0 for every i>0.

Proof. Follows immediately from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2.

Corollary 2.4. The endomorphism 4>* of H'(Lq , 3q) is 0 for every / > 0.

Proof. Recall that 4>q  is multiplication by yq+i .   According to property (i)

JVm = E!=i f&Xi for some f£ S and I; e 1(1) (i = \, ... ,k). Thus <t>*k
is a linear combination over S of the endomorphisms y/q(Xi), which implies

the result.

Corollary 2.5. For every i > 0, every d, and q = 0, I, ... , I - \ we have the

exact sequences

(2.2) 0 -> W(Lo,3q) -HL H'(L0,3q+i) A> Hi+i(L0,3q) — 0

(2.3) 0 - Hd(L0,3q) -» Hd(L0,3q+l) - H'+_]m(L0, 3") -» 0.

Proof. Applying Corollary 2.4 to the exact cohomology sequence induced by

the short exact sequence (2.1) we obtain the sequences (2.2). The existence of

exact sequences (2.3) follows from that due to the homogeneity of the homo-

morphisms />, and ^.

Theorem 2.6. 7/ d > m(L)l + n - I and i > 0 then Hd(L0, 3) = 0.

Proof. We prove the statement for every sheaf 3q by induction on l-q . First

consider the case q = I. Note that the ideal £,_, ^j °f S contains Mr for

every r > ml, whence every stalk 3l(X) of 3l is a module over the graded

ring S/Mml. As a system of generators of 3l(X), we can take the image of

a system of homogeneous generators of 3(X) whose degree are the exponents

of si (see [Tl]). Then there are / of these degrees, exactly dimX of them

are 0, and their sum is \six \. This implies that the degrees are bounded by

\six\ - I + dimX + 1. Using also that \six\ + d\n\X < n for every X £ L v/e

see that 3l(X)d = 0 for every d > ml + n - I, which implies the statement
for q = I.

Now suppose q < I. Apply the exact sequence (2.3) for / > 0 and d >

ml + n - I. By the inductive hypothesis, 77^(L0, 3q+1) = 0, which implies

that Hd(Lo, 3q) - 0. For q = 0 we get the statement of the theorem.

Remark 2.7. Using the third term of the exact sequence (2.3) one can find

sharper bounds on the degree of nonzero cohomology modules. In fact

one can show by induction on / - q that Hd(Lo, 3q) = 0 for every d >

m(L)(l-i+\) + n-l, <7>0,and />0.
Informally, Theorem 2.6 asserts that there is a finite set of integer obstruc-

tions dim77^(Lo, 3) (i = 1, ... , / - 2, d = 0, 1, ... , d(L)) to the freeness
of a locally free arrangement with the lattice L.
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A formal corollary of the theorem is as follows.

Corollary 2.8. For a locally free arrangement si the Hilbert coefficients ho,

hi,... , ra/_] of 3 (si) are defined by the lattice of intersections of si .

Proof. Applying [YI, Proposition 1.5] to 3 and using that H°(L0,3)
~ D we obtain

(2.4) P(7);x) = -^(-iyP(77''(Lo,^);x)- £ p(0, X)P(D(X); x)
i>o xez.o

where p is the Mobius function of L. For d > d(L) the coefficient of xd in

the first sum in the right-hand side of (2.4) is 0 due to Theorem 2.6. The same

coefficient in the second sum depends only on L since si is locally free. The

result follows.

For the case / = 3 Corollary 2.8 follows also from [RT, Corollary 3.4.3].

As still another use of the exact sequence (2.1) we prove that for a locally

free arrangement with the intersection lattice L the structure constants of this

arrangement are bounded by a number depending only on L.

Proposition 2.9. All the structure constants of si are not greater than p(L) =

p = m(L)(l+l) + n-l+l.

Proof. Recall that the structure constants of si are the degrees of any minimal

system of homogeneous generators of the S-module D(si) = 77°(Lo, 3). We

extend the statement to all modules 77°(L0, 3q) (q = 0, 1, ... , /) and prove

it by induction on I - q . If q = I and d>p>ml + n-l then it was shown
in the first part of the proof of Theorem 2.6 that 3ld = 0, whence the result

is obvious. Assume that q < I and d > p. The exact sequence (2.1) and
Corollary 2.4 imply that the following sequence is exact:

(2 5) ° "* Hd-m(^o, 3q) X 77°(L0, 3q) ■£ 77°(L0, 3q+l)

-+Hd_m(L0,3q)^0.

Since d-m>ml + n-l Theorem 2.6 implies that Hd_m(Lo, 3q) = 0, i.e.,

(2.5) becomes the short exact sequence

(2.6) 0 -* H]_JL0,3q) -?L H°(L0,3q) -^ H^(L0,3q+l) -> 0.

By the inductive hypothesis we can fix homogeneous generators ti, ... , tk of

H°(Lo, 3q+i) subject to the condition deg(f,) < p. Let ux, ... , ur be the

set of all the elements of H°(L0, 3q+l) which are the results of the action by

monomials from S on the elements /,. Since p* is surjective for d = p , we

can choose some preimages Vi, ... , vr £ H^(Lq , 3q) of U\,... , ur. Then for

every ra G 77^(L0, 3q) there exist S\,... ,sr£.S such that ra' = h~Y!i=i s>vi 6

Imr/J*, i.e., ra' G yq+iHd_m(L0, 3q). In particular, this implies that h is an

-S-linear combination of the elements vi, ... ,vr (of degree p < d) and of

some elements of degrees lower than d, which completes the proof.

Remark 2.10. It is quite probable that the estimate for the structure constants

given in Proposition 2.9 is far from being sharp. I do not know of any example

of a locally free arrangement with structure constants larger than ra - /.
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3. Free arrangements with a given intersection lattice

In this section we fix a geometric lattice L and study the set of all essential
arrangements whose intersection lattice is isomorphic to L. More exactly we

consider the quasi-affine variety 'V of all rax/ matrices (a,;) of rank / over

F with certain minors 0 and others nonzero so that the lattice of intersections

of the hyperplanes defined by the rows is isomorphic to L. We view 'V as a

topological space with the Zariski topology and call its elements arrangements
(slightly abusing this term).

Denote by W the subset of y of all locally free arrangements (as it will

be proved later W is open in "V). Fix a nonnegative number d. To every

arrangement from W we assign the homogeneous component of degree d of

the cochain complex (1) from [YI] whose homology is Hd(Lo, 3). Since the

arrangement is locally free, dimD(X)d depends only on L for every X £ Lq .

Thus the above assignment defines the map fd = f from W to the set <<o =

W(d) of all cochain complexes

fko _> pk\ _i ... _+ fki_t

where kt = Edimx=,+i IMO, X)\dimD(X)d (i = 0, 1,...,/- 1). The set W
can be identified with the set of all (/ - l)-tuples of matrices (di, ... , d/_i)

(di being a (fc,_i x fc,)-matrix over K) subject to the conditions <9,d,+1 = 0
(i = I,... , I - 2). This identification provides W with the structure of an

affine algebraic variety. By Wq = ^(d) we denote the subset of ^(d) of all

complexes that are exact. Providing W with the Zariski topology we make the

following observation.

Lemma 3.1. The set Wq is open in W.

Proof. It suffices to prove that the set W> of all complexes from ^, which are

exact in the term Fk>, is open in W for every j = 1,...,/- 2. Thus fix j

and consider the corresponding part of a complex

... -> fkj-i JL, fkj    d" i fkj+l  _>..._

We have W \ WJ— U^o-^ where jVi is the set of all complexes satisfying the

conditions dimlmd' < / and dimKerd" > / (some of the sets maybe empty).

Each yVl is an affine subvariety of W whose ideal in the coordinate ring of ^

is generated by all i x i minors of d' and (kj - i) x (kj - i) minors of d".

Thus ^' is open in %", which completes the proof.

Lemma 3.2. The map f is rational.

Proof. For each X £ Lq consider the linear space D(X)d as a subspace of

Sld and fix the standard monomial basis of S^. The subspace D(X)d is de-

fined with respect to the basis by linear equations whose coefficients are rational

functions of the entries a,;. Thus one can choose a basis of D(X)d , whose el-

ements are /-tuples of polynomials of degree d with rational functions of fly

as the coefficients. Then for every X, Y £ Lq such that X C Y the matrix

of the embedding D(X)d c D(Y)d has rational functions of a,7 as the entries,

whence the same is true about the matrices of the differentials of the respective

cochain complex.
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Theorem 3.3. The set of all free arrangements is open in W.

Proof. According to  [Y2,   Theorem   1.1]  free arrangements form the  set

n<j>o fj~l (^o(d)) ■ Due to Theorem 2.6 we need to consider only a finite number

of values of d in this intersection. Thus the result follows immediately from

Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.

Corollary 3.4. The set of all free arrangements is open in T~.

Proof. Apply the induction on /. If / = 2 all arrangements are free. Suppose

/ > 2 and fix X £ L0 . The arrangement six is not essential, but factoring its

elements by X we can associate to it the essential (/-dimAr)-arrangement six

in V/X. These two arrangements have the same intersection lattice Lx , and

six is free if and only if si% is free (cf. [Y2]). Also for any choice of basis in

V/X the assignment si i-> si^ is given by linear functions of the entries (a,7)

of si . Using the inductive hypothesis we see that the set of all arrangements

si from y with six free form an open set. Thus the locally free arrangements

form an open set in 2^. Now the result follows from Theorem 3.3.
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